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New Bargain Lodges Offer Rustic Comfort in the Heart 
of Nature 
By Elaine Glusac 

 
In 2021, when pandemic restrictions curtailed travel, occupancy at Getaway — a collection of 30 forested 
properties around the country, with tiny cabins renting from $109 a night — surged above 99 percent. 

 
“The pandemic was the perfect storm for people to get away in the woods in their own cabins, immerse in 
nature and be socially distanced,” said Jon Staff, the founder and chief executive of Getaway. 

 
Though travel patterns have begun to normalize, interest in outdoorsy lodgings has continued. (Getaway’s 
figures remain high, in the 80 to 90 percent occupancy range.) The campsite booking service Hipcamp has 
nearly doubled its listings since 2019, and bookings grew sevenfold in that time. New glamping concepts 
like Terramor Outdoor Resort in Bar Harbor, Maine, popped up to fill demand for accommodations close to 
popular parks. In Washington County, Utah, which includes much of Zion National Park, taxes on overnight 
stays grew to just over $15 million in 2022 from $8.9 million in 2019, according to the Greater Zion 
Convention & Tourism Office, the county’s travel bureau. 

 
“Even as travel habits are returning to a more prepandemic state with people more comfortable in cities 
and theme parks, this trend of experiencing nature and getting into the outdoors is still really relevant,” said 
Lindsey Roeschke, the travel and hospitality analyst with Morning Consult, a market research company. 
“There’s a real enduring interest in off-the-beaten-path, nontraditional vacation destinations.” 

 
The trend has nurtured an emerging category of outdoor-themed hotel groups, including Field 
Station, LOGE Camps, Trailborn and Evo, often positioned near national and state parks and preserves, 
that encourage adventure while keeping the rates realistic. 

 
“In the aftermath of the pandemic, this trend is solidifying,” said Jan Freitag, the national director of 
hospitality analytics at CoStar, a real estate analytics firm, noting that many who experimented with 
outdoor activities for the first time in the crisis became hooked. He also noted that on the operations side, 
construction costs are more moderate in rural locations. 

 
To be sure, there are plenty of luxury resorts providing immersion in nature; in fact, ULUM, from the 
glamping resort company Under Canvas, opened in Moab, Utah, about 30 minutes from Arches National 
Park, with furnishings by West Elm in 50 safari-style tents, an upscale restaurant, guided adventures and 
rates starting at $549 a night. 

 
Additionally, many independent accommodations like the Bluebird Parker Beach Lodge (from $119), 
which opened in 2021 on Cape Cod, in Massachusetts, trumpet reasonable rates and access to nature. 

 
The following four new or expanding hotel companies aim to create distinct brands built around adventure 
and accessibility — financial and otherwise — across the country, from the Catskill Mountains in New 
York to the deserts of Utah. 
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Trailborn 
 
Among the new outdoorsy inns, Trailborn targets nature lovers who appreciate contemporary design and 
full-service restaurants. 

 
The first Trailborn location will make its debut in Estes Park, Colo., the eastern gateway to Rocky Mountain 
National Park, in July. Trailborn Rocky Mountains consists of two former motels about a mile apart from 
each other that collectively house 86 rooms, a restaurant, performance area and pools with loaner bikes to 
transit between them. 

 
Use of organic materials such as light woods and paving stones in a sleek modernist style invites the 
outdoors into the main lobby at the more central of the two addresses, where a two-story tiled chimney 
divides the front desk and cafe seating from the Mexican restaurant, Casa Colina. Rooms, heavy on blond 
wood accents, are trimmed in local art and are equipped with coolers for guests to use on day trips (from 
$225). 

 
The founding business partners, Ben Weinberg and Mike Weiss, hope to make Trailborn a community hub 
with its restaurant and coffee shops and entertainment such as concerts. For children, they promise 
scavenger hunts and tents to set up in the rooms. And to ensure guests immerse themselves in the 
Colorado destination, they created a local guide to the region and plan to share playlists inspired by it with 
guests before they arrive. 

 
“We want a great product and special experiences, but to do it in a way where people can afford to do it,” 
Mr. Weiss said. 

 
Expect future Trailborns in Mendocino, Calif.; the Grand Canyon area; and two locations in North Carolina, 
including the mountainous Highlands community and oceanfront Wrightsville Beach. 


